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Q Where, when, what and why did you study university?
have a Business degree with a specialization in Accounting from AUT
A IUniversity
in New Zealand but it wasn’t until my internship that I realized that
being an accountant wasn’t for me. After I spent time volunteering and working
with children in local schools I decided to pursue a Graduate Diploma in
Teaching (Primary) from Massey University in New Zealand. It was the right
decision because I love teaching, especially in the junior years.

Q If you weren’t a teacher, what would you be and why?
would probably be a background dancer in Bollywood movies. I grew up
A Iwatching
Bollywood flicks and was always fascinated by the random groups of
people dancing in perfect synchronization for no apparent reason. I think I’d be
good at it.

Q If you had the opportunity to write a book about your life and experiences,
Ms. Aradhna Devi
Year 1 Teacher from
New Zealand
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what would the title and genre of the book be?
My book would probably be called “The turtle that could: slow and steady”. It
would be a children’s picture book that told the story of a turtle who may have
been slow to start her teaching career, but who eventually travelled overseas and
had many adventures.

Q If you have unlimited funds and support to invent a product what would
A

you do?
With unlimited funds we could do so much – cure diseases, solve world hunger,
stop global warming, save the animals, educate and employ everyone to name a
few. Why choose one? Let’s do them all.

Q Share something interesting about your time out of the classroom?
lead a pretty boring life generally. As I am new to Malaysia, I am taking my time to
A Iexplore
the places around me. Can’t wait to discover more of the country and its

Mr. David Maassen
Year 9 Humanities
Teacher from USA

many cultures.

Meeting the Chinese Premier
A delegation from Kingsley International School had the honour of
meeting the Chinese President Li Ke Qiang in Melaka on the 21st
of November 2016. The President was the guest of honour at the
launch of the translated works “The Journey to the West”. The
translation of these classic Chinese tales was completed by the
Han Academy through the gracious sponsorship of our Founder
and Chairman Tan Sri Barry Goh.
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IN THE MALAY MAIL
Q Where, when, what and why did you study university?
A

I studied History at Loyola University Chicago and have a PGCEi from the
University of Nottingham. I have a strong interest in history.

Q If you weren’t a teacher, what would you be and why?
A I would have gone into the family business of cleaning swimming pools.
Q If you had the opportunity to write a book about your life and
A

experiences, what would the book be?
It seemed like a good idea at the time. Genre. philosophy?

Q If you have unlimited funds and support to invent a product what would you do?
A I think for fun I would invent a flying toothbrush so that you could brush your teeth hands free.
Q Share something interesting about your time out of the classroom?
A I can make 1 hour brownies in 45 minutes. I Think thats pretty special.
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expanding our library resources
Thanks to the gracious contribution of our
Founder and Chairman Tan Sri Barry Goh,
Kingsley International School launched the
Tan Sri Barry Goh Reading Foundation with a
generous initial grant. Consequently the
administration of KIS has embarked to
enhance the resources in our library to
support the academic needs of our students.
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